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Abstract
Between 2010 and 2019, ETR&D experienced increased publication of a specific type of
research that does not provide useful knowledge to the instructional design field. This type
of research is research to prove, which entails pitting an incumbent, “traditional” learning experience against a new, innovative learning experience that lacks maturity. Additionally, under closer inspection, these new, innovative learning experiences show significant
gaps of good design judgment, in terms of their alignment with the instructional theory
framework. This type of research robs the instructional design field of important and useful
data associated with effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal outcomes. To provide evidence
for our claims, we reviewed 39 ETR&D articles between 1980 and 2019 and 41 articles in
non-ETR&D journals between 2009 and 2018 that represented traditional instruction comparisons. Our conclusion is that a change in ETR&D editorial policies around 2010, such
as reviewers having more power than editors in determining which papers get published,
led to the unintended consequences this paper reports. We provide recommendations for
addressing this situation.
Keywords Instructional theory framework · Culture Four · Culture Five · Traditional
instruction · Traditional methods · Design research · Design judgment

Introduction
In our roles of instructional designers, peer-reviewers, and researchers, we are concerned
about an accelerated acceptance of comparative research studies published between 2010
and 2019 in Educational Technology Research and Development (ETR&D) and other
journals. This concern grows when we see a comparative research paper where one treatment is “traditional” instruction (or traditional method, or traditional approach). The
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term “traditional instruction” is typically seen as instruction that is didactic, face-to-face,
teacher-centered, and reliant on textbooks and lectures (Raja & Najmonnisa, 2018; Staker
& Horn, 2012). Yet researchers have stretched this definition to describe incumbent solutions as well. Cunningham (1986) used the terminology “bad guy” to describe traditional,
incumbent instructional treatments. A research study then introduces, with a fanfare of theoretical justification, the “good guy,” or “novel” instruction, which usually involves some
mixture of instructional methods (for example, problem-based learning) and media methods (for example, virtual reality) that the researcher expects will outperform traditional
instruction. Such research is the epitome of what Reigeluth and An (2009) call research to
prove.
Comparative research pitting the traditional bad guy against the novel good guy has
been an intense subject of debate and a well-known pariah in our field for four decades,
yet researchers and reviewers seem to pay little attention to reducing it, and no one seems
to do anything about it except complain every so often. Robert Ebel, a past president of the
American Education Research Association (AERA), suggested basic research in education
is limited, as “the process of education is not a natural phenomenon” (Farley, 1982, p. 18).
Thus, research to prove is a pariah because it is typically an easy, one-off, useless piece
of research that pads one’s curriculum vitae (Driscoll & Dick, 1999; Tanner, 1998). It is
research that emphasizes a traditional view of scientific rigor over relevance (Phillips et al.,
2012; Stokes, 1997), rather than the much harder task of finding a more complementary
balance between the two, which Salomon (1991) calls the analytic and the systemic. Or, as
Ebel suggests, education “is in need of creative invention to make it work better" (Farley,
1982, p. 18).
Comparative research to prove has several disadvantages. First, methods are situational
and can have many variations (Reigeluth & Carr-Chellman, 2009), which means instructional methods work well in some situations but not others. Comparative studies rarely
fully describe situational variables and variations, nor do they replicate in different situations or different variations.
Second, every method undergoes a pattern of development called the S-curve (Branson, 1987). Figure 1 shows that research to improve tends to be more useful during
the first (slow improvement) and second (rapid improvement) phases of development.

Fig. 1  The S-curve of development for a method or technology
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Research to prove tends to be more useful when a method moves into the third phase
(maturity), which reflects a diminishing rate of improvement (Phillips et al., 2012). In
comparative research, the “traditional” method has typically reached maturity, but the
“novel” method is typically relatively new (in phase 1 or 2), which is rarely acknowledged. Comparing the two methods at such disparate points in their development can
lead to prematurely rejecting a promising new method.
Third, and perhaps most important, is that comparative research to prove does not
provide data about the ways that relatively new methods can move up the S-curve—
ways to improve the method. Instructional designers and teachers would find this knowledge very useful, which means it is an important focus area for researchers.
The last active debate about comparative studies in ETR&D started in the mid-1980’s
and continued, sporadically, until 2000 (Clark, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1989, 1994; Cobb,
1997; Cunningham, 1986; Driscoll & Dick, 1999; Jonassen et al., 1994; Kozma, 1994,
2000; Lockee et al., 1999; Morrison, 1994; Parkhurst, 1992; Reigeluth, 1989; Reiser,
1994; Richey, 1998; Ross, 1994; Shrock, 1994; Tennyson, 1994; Ullmer, 1994). If there
was a last word, it was from Kozma (2000), who said, “traditional experiments often
are not able to accommodate the complexity of these real-world situations” and “this
confounding makes it difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle one component of a
design from another because the various components are designed to work together (p.
10). These situational factors have ultimately evolved into significant interest in designbased research methods at the 2020 AECT conference, as well as those promoting
“improvement science” (see e.g., Lewis, 2015; LeMahieu et al., 2015).
Then, around 2010, something happened that accelerated a resurgence of comparative studies in ETR&D, as the data we report below will show. As ETR&D peer reviewers, we began to notice this in articles we were reviewing in 2017. What had changed
was ETR&D’s editorial policies (Spector, 2017). Power for deciding what gets published had shifted from editors to reviewers, and editors encouraged more contributions
from non-North American researchers.
Let us be clear that we strongly support this policy innovation and we commend Dr.
Spector, the ETR&D advisory board, other editors, and reviewers for facilitating the
adoption of this innovation. However, as with all innovations, there is a risk of unintended consequences, and we feel this is one of those situations, specifically in terms
of the resurgence of comparative research. As the reader will see in our data, most of
the comparative study resurgence in ETR&D comes from non-North American sources.
As North American designers, researchers, and reviewers, our values about research
and design were perhaps shaped by the literature presented above; on Salomon’s (1991)
scale, we North Americans are likely weighted more towards the “systemic” side due
to direct experiences with the comparative studies debate. But then again, perhaps nonNorth American designers’, researchers’, and reviewers’ values were shaped by other
forces weighted towards Salomon’s “analytic side,” due to lack of experience with the
comparative studies debate and/or other cultural norms and influences.
The purpose of this paper is to recommend ways we, as a field, can resolve the unintended consequence we described above. The primary contributions that this paper
makes are (1) linking the instructional theory framework to the comparative study
debate as a way to identify gaps in comparative research design fundamentals and
outcome measures, (2) providing quantitative data regarding the resurgence of comparative, traditional-versus-novel, research designs, and (3) recommending to editors,
reviewers, and authors actionable, relevant, training and non-training interventions that
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could lead to shifting comparative studies from research to prove to research to improve.
We expect, and welcome, subsequent debate as this topic evolves.
Our research questions are:
1. What are the trends of comparative, empirical research studies in ETR&D that include
one or more of the phrases “traditional method,” “traditional instruction,” and “traditional approach” between 1980 and 2019?
2. What are the trends of comparative research studies in non-ETR&D journals publishing instructional design research that include one or more of the phrases “traditional
method,” “traditional instruction,” and “traditional approach” between 2009 and 2018?
3. How are elements of the instructional theory framework and Culture Four—specifically
conditions, values, and methods—represented in comparative, empirical, peer-reviewed
studies that assess the relative efficacy of the learning experiences therein?
We organized the remainder of this paper in the following structure, starting with a conceptual framework, then presenting the data, and then providing synthesis and recommendations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Conceptual framework
Study 1: ETR&D, 1980–2019
Study 2: flipped classrooms, 2009–2018
Synthesis
Recommendations
Limitations

Conceptual framework
Research classification
The purpose of this section of the paper is to describe the research classifications that we used
as dependent variables in our two studies. As cited above, our field has substantial literature
about what makes good research, as well as frameworks for the various research categories
and methods relevant to instructional technology research (Reeves & Oh, 2017). Reeves and
Oh specify six research categories. One of those categories, design and development, is relevant to our present study since it involves research goals associated with the creation and
improvement of learning experiences.
For greater precision, we expand the Reeves and Oh structure to accommodate Reigeluth
and An’s (2009) conceptions of research to prove and research to improve. We suggest that
there are subcategories within Reeves and Oh’s design and development category that are useful for classifying different types of design and development research. These subcategories
are research to prove, research to improve, research to describe, and research to test feasibility.

Research to prove
Research to prove is confirmatory research (see, e.g., Burbach et al., 2004). It is quantitative, and, within the scope of the instructional theory framework (Honebein & Reigeluth,
2020, 2021), it has two theoretical branches, descriptive and design (Reigeluth, 1999):
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For descriptive theory, this kind of research to prove advances descriptive theories,
which aim to describe cause-and-effect relationships or natural processes, such as what
happens when a person processes information (information enters short-term memory,
then enters long-term memory). Researchers can use research to prove for descriptive theory to test predictions (what will be the effects?) or explanations (what were
the causes?), but it is typically insufficient to inform design decisions (Reigeluth, 1999;
Reigeluth & Schwartz, 1989), due primarily to the highly situational and interactional
nature of instructional method variables. Examples of this kind of research include studies of short-term memory, such as studies of Miller’s “magic number” of seven items
plus or minus two (see, e.g., Schweickert & Boruff, 1986).
For design theory, this kind of research to prove advances design theories, which aim
to prescribe what method(s) are preferable to achieve a goal. Thus, this type of research
guides choices about whether one method is better than another, or which approach is
the “best available route.” Research to prove for design theory is prescriptive, but in a
probabilistic rather than deterministic way. The conclusions section reports win, lose, or
draw results. Comparative research, such as Kuo and Hooper (2004), is a typical example of this kind of research.

Research to improve
Research to improve is exploratory research (Reigeluth & Frick, 1999; Stebbins, 2001).
It is largely qualitative, and, within the scope of the instructional theory framework, it
uses formative evaluation, often with mixed methods, to improve an instance (case) of
instruction as an example of an instructional method, model, or theory. Typical research
methods include action research (Efron & Ravid, 2020; Stringer, 2008; Stringer &
Aragon, 2021), design experiments (Cobb et al. 2003), design-based research (Barab
& Squire, 2004; Collins et al., 2004; Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; Wang
& Hannafin, 2005), evaluation research (Phillips et al., 2012), and formative research
(Reigeluth & An, 2009; Reigeluth & Frick, 1999). It often involves two or more iterations through which researchers can observe a method, make changes based on formative data, observe the effects of those changes, and propose additional possible improvements based on stated criteria for effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal. The conclusions
section in a research paper proposes possible improvements based on the data from
research participants, such as learners, teachers, and other stakeholders, for a particular
set of situation variables. English and Reigeluth (1996); Honebein, 1994; Kakos-Kraft
et al., 1997; Lee and Reigeluth (2003); and Lee et al. (2021) are examples of research to
improve.

Research to describe
Research to describe does not attempt to prove or improve. This approach typically uses
naturalistic inquiry to describe and characterize a learning experience in the way that
things happened. It is typically ethnographic, with a narrative-oriented product. The
conclusions section does not provide any recommendations. Lubin and Ge (2012) is an
example of research to describe.
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Research to test feasibility
Research to test feasibility also does not attempt to prove or improve. This approach uses
a variety of mixed methods to answer the question, “is a case of an instructional method
workable?” Thus, the focus is on viability and feasibility of a method within a specific situation. The conclusions section provides a conclusion about whether a method is feasible or
not. Lee and Thomas (2011) is an example of research to test feasibility.
Thus, in our two studies, we classify design and development research using five
subcategories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Research to prove for descriptive theory
Research to prove for design theory
Research to improve
Research to describe
Research to test feasibility

Instructional theory framework
The purpose of this section of the paper is to describe the elements of the instructional
theory framework (Honebein & Reigeluth, 2020, 2021; Reigeluth, 1983, 1999; Reigeluth
& Carr-Chellman, 2009) that we used as dependent variables in our two studies. The purpose of the instructional theory framework (Fig. 2) is to guide instructional theorists and
researchers in creating and improving instructional theories or understanding instructional
theories. The framework represents three key sequential parts. First, there is the situation,
which represents the conditions and values for which the instructional theory is intended.
Conditions represent matters of fact. Values represent matters of opinion. Thus, together,
they represent objective and subjective ways of knowing.
In instructional situations, conditions and values represent the type of data that one
would collect through a front-end analysis. For conditions, this means assembling information about the learner, content, context, and instructional design constraints. For values,
this means assembling information about how stakeholders feel about learning goals, the
priority of outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal), possible instructional methods,
and who will have power to influence or control the nature of the instruction (Reigeluth &
Carr-Chellman, 2009).
One can describe the synthesis of the situation in many ways, such as front-end analysis reports and design documents that specify instructional objectives, as well as organizational, functional, and non-functional requirements (Honebein, 2018). These requirements
typically specify the need for systematic instructional design and formative evaluation.
But ultimately, if you imagine a funnel, a designer refines the synthesis of the situation
into an instructional objective in the form of a designer objective, which is typically more
detailed and elaborated than the instructional objective(s) a designer presents to learners as
part of the learning experience. There are many forms of designer objectives (Czeropski &
Pembroke, 2017; Merrill, 1983; Reigeluth & An, 2021), but for the purposes of this paper,
we use Mager’s (1984) formula of condition, behavior, and criterion to represent the common information that should be present in a designer objective.
Second, with the organizational requirements and well-formed design objectives elicited from the situation, a designer continues work by determining which methods best fit
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Fig. 2  The instructional theory framework

the situation. Methods in this context typically represent instructional methods and media
methods, but can also include methods associated with the “layers” specified by Gibbons
and Rogers (2009): content, strategy, message, control, representation, media-logic, and
data management. Kozma (2000) used the phrase “learning environment,” and we use the
phrase “learning experience” to represent a unique instance that incorporates one or more
of these seven layers for a given situation. Method characteristics include scope (macro or
micro), generality, precision, power, and consistency (Reigeluth & Carr-Chellman, 2009).
Third, what the instructional theory framework ultimately delivers is an instructional
theory (also known as a learning experience), which is prescriptively a collection of methods (instructional, media, or otherwise) that best fit a certain set of situations. An instructional theory is different from a learning theory, such as behaviorism, cognitivism, or
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constructivism, since a learning theory (1) descriptively explains the learning process,
typically what might be going on in one’s head, and (2) does not include any methods.
An instructional theory is also different from an instructional model, since an instructional
model, while it does include methods, lacks any situational connection. Anyone can create, modify, improve, or “mash up” instructional theories. The key principle to remember is that instructional theories are situational, thus, any creation or change must fit the
situation(s).
The intersection of the instructional theory framework and the design/development
research category is best illustrated by Leslie Briggs’ Culture Four aspects (Briggs, 1984)
(Table 1). These aspects, which Briggs used to prescribe key design/develop activities,
align nicely with elements of the instructional theory framework.
Thus, in our two studies, we observed learning experiences through the following
instructional theory framework and Culture Four concepts/prescriptions:
1. Presence of instructional objectives (conditions, behavior, standard of performance)
2. Presence of instructional outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal)
3. Presence of an improvement focus involving formative evaluation (instructional methods, media methods, and so on)

Study 1: ETR&D 1980–2019
Method
Our literature review method generally followed that of Driscoll and Dick (1999), but in
a less arbitrary manner. Like Driscoll and Dick, we focused solely on ETR&D articles.
Unlike Driscoll and Dick, we selected a much longer timeframe spanning 1980–2019,
which (1) included the foundational literature discussed in this paper’s introduction, and
(2) enabled our analysis and results to be represented in terms of four equal time spans
(decades).

Table 1  Utilization of the instructional theory framework factors in each of the Culture Four four aspects
Culture Four aspects

Instructional theory framework factors

1. The researchers do accurately classify the type of • Conditions: learner, content, context, ID constraints
learning outcome being studied, and they supply • Values: learning goals, priority, power
objectives and test items so we can check the classification
2. The passages of materials are similar to textbook
chapters in length, and they are real curriculum
materials
3. The materials were systematically designed and
formatively evaluated
4. The tests really measure the learner’s ability to
perform the behaviors to the standard specified in
the objective
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• Methods: scope, generality, precision, power,
consistency
• Instructional theory: product of the framework
• Conditions: learner, content, context, ID constraints
• Values: learning goals, priority, methods, power
• Methods: scope, generality, precision, power,
consistency
• Values: learning goals, priority
• Methods: scope, generality, precision, power,
consistency
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Our procedure to find relevant articles to answer our second research question was as
follows:
1. Select one of the phrases: “traditional approach,” “traditional method,” “traditional
instruction”
2. Go to the ETR&D website provided by our institution
3. Enter the phrase into the search field, bounded by quotation marks: for example, “traditional approach”
4. Select “newest first”
5. Enter 1980 as the start year, and 2019 as the end year
6. Click the search icon (Fig. 3)
7. Click the download search results (CSV) button to generate a spreadsheet of all the
results
Our procedure to determine if an article met our inclusion criteria was to:
1. Open each article’s PDF file of the manuscript
2. Search the article for the word “traditional”
3. Review the article’s abstract and method section for information about whether the
article involved the comparison of two or more treatments
4. If both conditions were true, indicate “Yes” in the comparison column on the search
results spreadsheet; otherwise, indicate No
5. Enter any relevant notes about both Yes and No articles on the spreadsheet
We repeated this procedure for each of the three phrases. Of the 217 articles we
reviewed, 39 articles met our criteria. We then conducted an in-depth analysis of each
of the 39 articles. To do this, we created a spreadsheet containing columns representing
our coding categories shown in Appendix 1. Then, we reviewed each article, entering the
appropriate coding into each column. We reviewed each article multiple times, with latter
reviews often utilizing relevant search terms to determine if an article included a specific

Fig. 3  The literature search process in ETR&D
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concept (for example, some articles referred to “formative evaluation” as “pilot testing”).
Additionally, to facilitate discussion between the authors and to expedite illustrative examples for publication, we created a Comment for some spreadsheet cells, in which we then
pasted text copied directly from the article that further elaborated the coding. For example,
Van Eck and Dempsey (2002) was one of the few studies that reported conducting a relatively robust pilot test/formative evaluation of their treatment, so we copied and pasted the
following text into the comment associated with the Formative Evaluation cell: “Schools A
and B were used for pilot testing and field trials (respectively) of the game, and School D
was ultimately unable to participate” (p. 26).
The researchers discussed and agreed upon the critical characteristics of the five
research classifications: (1) research to prove for descriptive theory, (2) research to prove
for design theory, (3) research to improve, (4) research to describe, and (5) research to
test feasibility. Each researcher independently classified the 39 studies using the data in
the spreadsheet, as well as consulting individual articles when necessary. Inter-rater reliability was 82%, representing “almost perfect” on the Landis and Koch (1977) scale. The
researchers then discussed the seven studies in which their ratings differed. The researchers
resolved the differences, leading to 95% of the studies matching the original rating of one
or both of the researchers.
The researchers then used pivot tables to analyze the data, focusing on historical trends
and specific instructional design practices consistent with Culture Four.

Results
Table 2 presents a summary of primary statistics elicited from the research data. Of the
39 “traditional instruction” comparison articles, more than two thirds, 69%, were published between 2010 and 2019 (Fig. 4). The most substantial increase of published articles
between 2010 and 2019 (N = 27) came from non-North American regions (Fig. 5). The
ETR&D section to which the editors originally assigned the studies (Research or Development) appeared relatively balanced. Note that older issues of ETR&D and its predecessor
ECTJ did not designate specific sections for articles.
None of the articles described instructional objectives in a complete form that reflects
Mager’s (1984) classic elements (condition, behavior, criterion) or Czeropski and Pembroke’s (2017) alternative agile, story-based elements. Of the classic elements, behavior
was most frequently specified (54%), distantly followed by conditions (15%) and criterion
(8%).
In terms of formative evaluation (or pilot testing), only 13% of the articles described the
researcher performing formative evaluation or pilot testing of their novel treatment. None
of the articles described performing formative evaluation for any “traditional” treatment.
As expected, nearly all articles (97%) included an effectiveness outcome measure. The
efficiency outcome measure was relatively rare (21%), and when it was included, it focused
on the differences in instructional time between treatments. The appeal outcome measure
was fairly widespread (72%), but in a few articles, researchers collected this measure for
only the novel treatment, ignoring the appeal of the “traditional” treatment.
The researchers classified the majority of the articles as research to prove for design
theory (92%), due to some extent, to our criterion of “traditional” instruction, method, or
approach. Research to describe accounted for 5%, and research to test feasibility accounted
for 3%. No articles met the criteria for research to prove for descriptive theory or research
to improve.
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Table 2  ETR&D summary statistics
%
Number of traditional, comparative studies by decade

Number of studies by regional source between 2010 and 2019

Number of studies by assigned sections in ETR&D

Number of studies by research classification

Number of studies including instructional objective elements

Number of studies including instructional outcome measures

1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2009
2010–2019
Asia
Europe
North America
Middle East
South America
Development
Research
Cultural perspectives
No designation
To prove for descriptive theory
To prove for design theory
To improve
To describe
To test feasibility
Condition
Behavior
Criterion
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Appeal

4

10

3
5
27
11
7
7
1
1
15
12
1
11
0
36
0
2
1
6
21
3
38
8
28

8
13
69
41
26
26
4
4
38
31
3
28
0
92
0
5
3
15
54
8
97
21
72

Discussion
Our data shows that ETR&D has become much more geographically inclusive in the most
recent decade for empirical scholarship that investigates instructional theories and models.
This was Michael Spector’s (ETR&D’s previous editor-in-chief) goal, “to encourage more
international contributions from outside North America” (Spector, 2017, p. 1416). Compared to the three previous decades of North American publication dominance, the 2010’s
showed that non-North American regions have been more productive than North American
regions in producing research that compares traditional methods with novel methods.
With that productivity comes a concern. Studies that include media methods as an independent variable were twice as frequent as studies where instructional methods were the
only independent variable (26 vs. 13 studies). Between 2010 and 2019, 19 articles were
media-oriented studies. The 2010’s saw “traditional” classroom learning experiences
being compared to computer-based instruction, video, robots, mobile devices, computer
games, tablet PCs, and mBots. Does this signal that potentially confounded research is now
acceptable?
Kozma (2000) acknowledged the messiness of complex, often real-world, situations in which researchers find themselves working. He makes the point that “Traditional
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Trend of Comparative Studies in ETR&D Between
1980-2019 That Include At Least One Mention of the
Phrase "Traditional" Instruction, Method, or
Approach
(N=39 out of 217 articles reviewed)
7

Number of Articles

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

Year
Fig. 4  Comparative research study trends in ETR&D between 1980 and 2019. The number of comparative
studies increased substantially between 2010 and 2019

experimental designs are not able to accommodate the complexity of these real-world situations” (p. 10). In other words, no matter how hard a researcher tries, conducting an experimental comparison of two or more learning experiences that use different methods, media,
and perhaps unique blends of the other five layers of Gibbons and Rogers (2009) model, in
a real-world context, is not useful. The research will be confounded. In such complexity,
this type of research to prove does not provide a win, lose, or draw result that helps a client make a wise adoption-of-innovations decision. We agree with Kozma (2000) when he
writes, “It is the interplay of [method and media] within the learning context that should be
the focus of our research and theory” (p. 19).

Study 2: flipped classrooms 2009–2018
Method
The second study used Al-Samarraie et al. (2019) literature review of research on the
flipped classroom instructional model. We first observed the Al-Samarraie et al. article
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Trend of Comparative Studies in ETR&D Between 19802019 That Include At Least One Mention of the Phrase
"Traditional" Instruction, Method, or Approach
Published Papers

25

20

20
15
10
5
0

4
0
1980-1989

2

7

5
1

0

1990-1999

2000-2009

2010-2019

Decade
North America

All Other Regions

Fig. 5  Distribution of published articles comparing North America with all other regions. The number of
articles published from non-North American regions increased substantially between 2010 and 2019

in Study 1, since it met the criteria of the ETR&D literature search we performed. However, as it was itself a literature review of mostly non-ETR&D papers, it was incompatible with Study 1’s ETR&D focus. Furthermore, because of the reviewer criticism
Driscoll and Dick (1999) experienced for relying only on ETR&D articles to understand
design and research trends, it seemed to us to be serendipitous that Al-Samarraie et al.’s.
review of 85 studies between 2009 and 2018 included numerous studies that compared
traditional and flipped instruction. Thus, we decided to use it as a data set for a second study of non-ETR&D articles (yet articles that were implicitly deemed acceptable
by ETR&D reviewers) to further understand the issues associated with the comparative
research problem.
Thus, the Al-Samarraie et al. (2019) research enabled us to expand our evidence in a
way that blends the narrow band of a single instructional model (flipped instruction) with
the wide band of journals investigating instruction in seven disciplines: “Engineering and
technology (16.2%); Mathematics (9.4%); Medical and health sciences (23.5%); Natural
sciences (20%); Social sciences and humanities (20%); Education (8.2%); and Arts (3.5%)”
(p. 4).
Articles for inclusion needed to meet the same criteria as for Study 1 in terms of (1)
source being a peer-reviewed journal, (2) a mention of “traditional” as it relates to a certain
type of instruction, and (3) that the article reports a comparison of some type. The procedure for reviewing and documenting articles was the same as specified for Study 1.
Of the 85 articles we reviewed, 45 met our criteria, but only 41 were usable. One article
was duplicated in Al-Samarraie et al’s. (2019) list (Simpson & Richards, 2015), one article
was a duplicate from Study 1 (Davies et al., 2013), and we could not access two articles
(Chien & Hsieh, 2018; Fraga & Harmon, 2014).
Each researcher independently classified the 41 studies based upon research type. Interrater reliability was 78% (“substantial” per Landis and Koch (1977)). The researchers then
discussed the nine studies in which their ratings differed. The researchers resolved the
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differences, leading to 100% of the studies matching one or both of the researcher’s original ratings.
The researchers then used pivot tables to analyze the data, focusing on historical trends
and specific instructional design practices consistent with Culture Four.

Results
Ninety-five percent of the flipped instruction articles we reviewed included media methods as an independent variable, with 90% including both media methods and instructional
methods (Fig. 6). Additionally, the data shows the number of flipped instruction articles
peaked in 2015, representing 41% of the total articles in our sample.
Table 3 presents a summary of primary statistics elicited from the research data. Sixtythree percent of the articles were from North America. Similar to the results in Study 1,
none of the articles represented instructional objectives in a complete form that reflects
Mager’s (1984) classic elements (condition, behavior, criterion) or Czeropski and Pembroke’s (2017) alternative agile, story-based elements. However, Hung (2015) did provide
enough content to enable one to assemble it into a well-formed instructional objective if
they so desired. Of the classic elements, behavior was most frequently specified (41%),
distantly followed by conditions (10%) and criterion (5%).
Only 5% of articles described the researcher performing formative evaluation or pilot
testing of their novel treatment. None of the articles described performing formative evaluation for any “traditional” treatment.
The inclusion of effectiveness (85%) and appeal (88%) measures was very high, yet
there were several articles that only reported appeal measures for the flipped instruction
treatment. Efficiency measures were much less frequent (34%) and focused on instructional
and/or instructor time. A total of 12 articles (29%) reported data for all three measures.

Fig. 6  The number of peer-reviewed journal articles reporting data about flipped instruction peaked in
2015. The majority of the articles blended media and method as independent variables, suggesting significant confounding
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Table 3  Flipped summary statistics
%
Number of studies by regional source between 2009 and 2018

Number of studies by discipline 2009–2018

Number of studies by research classification

Number of studies including instructional objective elements

Number of studies including instructional outcome measures

North America

26

63

Asia
Europe
Middle East
Oceania
Africa
South America
Arts
Education
Engineering
Health
Mathematics
Natural sciences
Social science
To prove for descriptive theory
To prove for design theory
To improve
To describe
To test feasibility
Condition
Behavior
Criterion
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Appeal

5
4
2
2
1
1
1
2
4
14
6
5
9
0
34
3
4
0
4
17
2
35
14
36

12
10
5
5
2
2
2
5
10
34
15
12
22
0
83
7
10
0
10
41
5
85
34
88

Similar to Study 1, the researchers classified the majority of articles as research to prove
for design theory (83%). Research to describe accounted for 10%, and research to improve
accounted for 7%. No articles met the criteria for research to prove for descriptive theory
or research to test feasibility.

Synthesis
In our review of the 80 papers that comprised Studies 1 and 2, we were very impressed by
the innovation that is happening in the instructional design field. Researchers are working to figure out the right recipes that blend various instructional theories, models, and
methods with computer-based instruction, videos, robots, mobile devices, computer games,
tablet PCs, and mBots in complex contexts to create learning experiences that have the
potential to be effective, efficient, and appealing. We want to see these innovations succeed, so they can enable the adoption characteristics of relative advantage, compatibility,
simplicity, observability, and trialability that result in stakeholder adoption of these innovations (Rogers, 2003).
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It is ironic that the barrier to generating useful knowledge about the innovations we
reviewed in Studies 1 and 2 was the reliance on research to prove that was often confounded and lacked alignment with the instructional theory framework. Additionally, to
answer our research questions, the elements of the instructional theory framework and Culture Four are generally absent from research that compares traditional instruction and novel
instruction. The trend in ETR&D and non-ETR&D journals for research-to-prove-type
articles appears to be increasing.
A total of 70 articles (86%) reflected research to prove. Only three articles (4%) reflected
research to improve, and even those articles were difficult for us to classify as such. This
represents a poor choice of research method. A better option is for a designer to consider
the maturity of their learning experience (Fig. 1) when choosing a research method (Branson, 1987; Phillips et al., 2012).
One hundred percent of the articles we reviewed lacked a well-formed designer objective that identifies all three parts—condition, behavior, and standard of performance. Without this information, a reviewer or reader cannot know whether (1) the learning experience
aligns with the conditions, (2) the instructional methods align with the desired behavior or
performance, and (3) learner performance as determined by an assessment meets a mastery
standard. Research to improve requires well-formed instructional objectives and aligned
assessments.
Seventy-seven-point-five percent (77.5%) of the articles in our sample did not collect
data for all three outcomes: effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal. Honebein and Honebein
(2015) consolidated the three instructional outcomes of effectiveness, efficiency, and
appeal into a structure they call the iron triangle of instructional design (Fig. 7). What
the iron triangle represents are the ideas of sacrifice and trade-offs in design. For example, a designer may desire to have all three outcomes equally balanced and at high levels, as depicted in the equilateral triangle (left-hand diagram). Or an instructional designer
may want or need to favor two of the outcomes over a third, resulting in the choice of
methods that sacrifice one (or even two) of the outcomes. For example, the experiential
approach (Lindsey & Berger, 2009) values effectiveness and appeal at the expense of efficiency (right-hand diagram). Why? Because experiential learning experiences are typically
more costly to design and develop, and require more time and skill to deliver. If research

Fig. 7  The instructional design iron triangle depicts the three outcomes (or constraints) associated with
instructional methods: effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal. An instructional theory, model, or method typically involves the sacrifice of one or more of the outcomes
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is to accommodate “complex situations that [are] naturally and intentionally confounded”
(Kozma, 2000, p. 10), then revealing the effects on all three outcomes is paramount for
research to be called “good.”
Without data for effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal, it is difficult to know when an
instructional medium or method is preferable compared to another, given that different priorities are valued by different stakeholders in different situations. This is a huge gap in our
field’s research practice, which was noted by one of our anonymous reviewers:
Imagine if the 40 years of ETR&D papers reviewed by the authors had instead of trying to prove what works in IDT, had focused on solving important educational problems such as finding effective balances among effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal as
the authors advise. We would be so much further along in providing effective, efficient, and appealing online learning opportunities to learners forced out of traditional
instructional modalities by the current pandemic.
The majority of the research-to-prove articles confounded instructional methods and
instructional media, making conclusions, prescriptions, and recommendations less useful
in terms of their power to support adoption of the novel learning experience. The principles of good instructional research and good instructional design described above represent
good design judgments (Boling, 2017; Demiral-Uzan, 2015; Nelson & Stolterman, 2012;
Smith & Boling, 2009). Much of the research we reviewed lacks key pieces of information
signaling that the researchers are using good design judgments that guide the advancement
of knowledge about instruction. Thus, to better guide designers in the future, we suggest
refinements to Briggs’ (1984) Culture Four aspects. Kozma (2000) seeded some initial
ideas for creating a Culture Five position, which we now significantly elaborate:
1. The researchers do accurately specify the desired learning outcomes based upon the conditions and values of the situation elicited from stakeholders, and they supply requirements and instructional objectives that include conditions, behaviors, and criteria, along
with assessments that align with the situation
2. The researchers describe their real learning experiences in detail, including improvements suggested by their data, made over time
3. The researchers describe how they systematically designed learning experiences and
formatively evaluated those learning experiences, using good design judgment, prior to
conducting the research
4. The researchers’ tests and data really measure effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal
Perhaps an appropriate way to wrap-up this synthesis section is for us to put on our
peer-review-hat. Peer reviewers serve authors in a variety of helpful ways. They serve as
coaches and mentors rather than simply as judge and jury. Thus, in this spirit as we reflect
upon the 80 articles we reviewed, we submit the following collective review comments
for the majority of the articles we reviewed, which, we hope, will provide inspiration and
direction to instructional designers, researchers, and reviewers in the future:
We feel this collection of research, which compares traditional learning experiences to
novel learning experiences, has five key issues that need to be resolved.
1. This research reflects a heavy dose of research to prove when research to improve is
more appropriate. Correcting this involves eliminating the traditional learning experience from the study, and then collecting and analyzing improvement data associated
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2.

3.

4.

5.

with the novel learning experience. This likely will require revising research questions,
research methods, and conclusions to better reflect improvements. One can then focus
on advancing knowledge about improvements for particular conditions (the situation)
and priorities about outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal).
The novel learning experiences lack maturity because they are novel; hence they are
too low on the S-curve to benefit from proof-oriented research. In fact, proof-oriented
research can lead to the premature abandonment of a promising new learning experience
that needs further development to move it up its S-curve. Therefore, based upon Kozma’s
(2000) view of modern instructional design research, the current state of knowledge
embedded in your novel learning experience may be better served by situational research
to improve (design-based research, formative research, etc.), which is more useful for
advancing instructional design theory and methods. Please see Kakos-Kraft et al. (1997),
English and Reigeluth (1996), Lee and Reigeluth (2003), and Lee et al. (2021) for examples of research to improve, where researchers encourage participants in the research,
specifically learners, to suggest learning experience improvements.
It seems that most of this collection of research focuses primarily on the effectiveness of
the new treatment, in terms of the pre- and/or post-test scores. The instructional theory
framework (Honebein & Reigeluth, 2020, 2021; Reigeluth & Carr-Chellman, 2009)
specifies three outcomes, effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal. These three outcomes
provide a more robust view of the learning experience’s preferability (Driscoll & Dick,
1999) and the nature of what the researchers had to sacrifice in their learning experience (Honebein & Honebein, 2015). If your research has not collected data for all three
outcomes, then be sure to collect such data in the future. Alternatively, address this issue
in the limitations section of your paper, explaining your reasons for omitting certain
outcomes.
It was very difficult, if not impossible, to discern the primary instructional objective for
the learning experiences reported in this collection of research. Briggs (1984) suggests
that well-formed instructional objectives are a foundation for good instructional design
and good research design. Time, however, seems to have faded this advice. In this age
when our field is more aware of design judgment and core judgment (Boling et al., 2017;
Stolterman & Nelson, 2000), we ask that the researchers synthesize their instructional
situation and elicit from it well-formed instructional designer objectives (Reigeluth &
An, 2021) that richly describe the condition, behavior, and criteria (Mager, 1984) of the
overall learning experience as well as the priorities for instructional outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal) for the situation. Note that any objectives you provide to
your learners will be much simpler than the designer objectives in your research report.
For research to improve, the mastery criteria you specify are very important, as they set
the effectiveness standard for your learning experience, which you can compare with
your dependent measures for effectiveness. Your instructional objectives can assume a
variety of forms, from the Mager-style structure suggested above, to the format offered
by Reigeluth and An (2021), to agile stories described by Czeropski and Pembroke
(2017). You may find additional inspiration by further exploring the instructional theory
framework and the Culture Five prescriptions.
The studies introduce significant confounding variables involving the mixture of instructional methods and media methods. The instructional design field has vigorously debated
these issues (see Clark, 1983, 1994; Kozma, 1994, 2000; Tennyson, 1994). By eliminating the comparison group (traditional learning experience) and focusing on research to
improve, a researcher eliminates the problem of confounding variables. However, the
researcher should comment on the extent to which the media methods used may or may
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not have influenced the outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal of the instruction)—in other words, whether alternative media might as well be used.

Recommendations
Spector (2017) set a precedent for ETR&D, where “it should be the reviewers and not
the editor who decides which manuscripts are published” and that ETR&D should
“encourage more international contributions from outside North America” (p. 1416).
As ETR&D peer reviewers, the authors can affirm that this principle appears to be the
norm and, as we stated earlier, strongly support it, with one significant modification:
that the editors assume more of a coaching role to improve the work of the reviewers.
In addition to all the really good research that ETR&D and other journals publish, the
two studies reported in this paper have identified that educational research is negatively
impacted by
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

heavy use of research to prove when research to improve is more appropriate,
failure to conduct or report formative evaluation,
failure to address all three outcomes of effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal,
failure to include well-formed objectives, and
when research to prove is appropriate, inclusion of confounding variables

This is not just a non-North American issue as the data in Study 1 suggests. Based upon
the Study 2 data, it is also a North American issue. Editors, reviewers, and authors affiliated not only with ETR&D, but also with other instructional design and technology journals, should consider this situation, and join us to correct it in the future. New, innovative
learning experiences benefit more from research to improve, paving the way toward more
rapid improvement and adoption.
To develop and present our recommendations, we borrow a useful tool from our sister-science human performance technology, the behavioral engineering model (Chevalier,
2003; Gilbert, 1996; The Performance Thinking Network, 2012).

Expectations and feedback
For editors
In ETR&D’s Instructions to Authors, add a section that
• briefly describes the comparative research concerns (to prove) in our field,
• cautions authors about those comparative research concerns, and
• reinforces the inclusion of well-formed instructional objectives (conditions, behavior,
standard of performance), evidence of formative evaluation, and information about all
three outcomes (effectiveness, efficiency, appeal)

This section should also provide links to relevant ETR&D articles discussing the comparative study issue. And editors should coach and mentor their reviewers more.
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For authors
Read the revised Instructions to Authors.

For reviewers
Be more aware of these concerns when asked to review a comparative research article. Advise or remind authors of the information in the Instructions to Authors. Suggest
alternative research goals and methods that repurpose the study to make more valuable
contributions to the field.

Tools and resources
For editors
Continue the policies described in Spector (2017) while monitoring/reporting the submission and publication frequencies of comparative research studies. Additionally,
consider classifying comparative, research-to-prove studies that reflect S-curve maturity in ETR&D’s research section, while classifying other comparative studies that lack
S-curve maturity in ETR&D’s development section.

Consequences and incentives
For authors
ETR&D editors and reviewers communicate to authors the increased risk of rejection
for comparative studies.

For reviewers
ETR&D editors continue to provide Outstanding Research Reviewer and Reviewer
Excellence awards, which should consider the issues described in this article.

Motives and preferences (attitudes)
For authors
If the local values associated with your country, your funding sources, and/or your
department favor research to prove versus research to improve, you have two courses of
action. First, add some research to improve into your research designs. Second, use the
resources discussed in this article and others to influence your colleagues’ thinking.
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For editors and reviewers
Champion the publication of the best examples of research to improve.

Selection and assignment (capacity)
For editors
When assigning comparative research submissions to reviewers, editors should either
(1) include at least one reviewer who is very familiar with the disadvantages and issues
of comparative research, or (2) provide information (the Information for Authors suggested above) and coaching to reviewers who are less familiar with the disadvantages
and issues of comparative research.

Skills and knowledge
For authors, reviewers, and professors
Provide open educational resources (OERs) that teach the fundamentals of the instructional theory framework [for example, see https://edtechbooks.org/id/making_good_
design (Honebein & Reigeluth, 2021)] and design/development research goals (research
to prove descriptive theory, research to prove design theory, research to improve,
research to describe, and research to test feasibility). Additionally, ETR&D could sponsor an educational session at the annual AECT conference to discuss these issues.

Limitations
This research only included peer-reviewed articles that mentioned “traditional” method,
instruction, or approach. There are likely other peer-reviewed articles that compare
learning experiences without referring to one of the treatments as “traditional.” We
expect those articles may have the same issues as the articles discussed in this research,
depending upon their S-curve maturity. Additionally, there are likely many other articles that represent the four research methods other than research to prove, as our inclusion criteria favored research-to-prove articles. Thus, the percentages we report for
type of research should not be attributed to the overall state of instructional technology
research.
Given the large number of articles examined in this research, it is possible that the
researchers missed some details useful for classifying each of the articles. For example,
while it is relatively easy to identify if an article contains a well-formed Mager-style
instructional objective containing all three elements of condition, behavior, and criterion, it is much harder to identify individual components that may be scattered throughout an article. Furthermore, a common cause of the researchers not initially agreeing on
an article’s research type classification was mismatches and inconsistencies between the
article’s research questions, research methods, and conclusions (which authors of future
papers should avoid). Furthermore, while some missed details may be due to researcher
fatigue, other missed details were due to non-standard or inconsistent article structures
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that hid details in places the researchers did not expect or used non-standard terminology to describe details.
The opinion we offer regarding the resurgence of comparative, research-to-prove
studies is informed judgment on our part and was specifically requested by one of the
reviewers of this paper. While we feel we have a reasonable understanding of the values
and motives of colleagues in North America, we lack deeper understanding of the values and motives of colleagues in non-North American locations, which is why, before
submitting this article, we requested that if reviewers accept this article, ETR&D editors would consider soliciting commentary and critique from colleagues, much like the
Clark/Kozma debates in the 1990’s. Our feeling is that factors such as complexity, context, design judgment, and culture may have a role in terms of researchers’ choice of
research methods. A subsequent study or discussion should investigate these factors.

Appendix 1
Coding categories for ETR&D articles between 1980 and 2019
Element/column

Criteria

Order number

Sequential order in which the article was collected and reviewed

Date
Document
Region
Subjects
Research questions/hypotheses

Year of publication
File name of the article’s PDF
Region where the study was conducted or where first author is based
Description of the subjects for the study
Indicates presence of research questions, hypothesis, objective, derived,
or some mixture of these four concepts. Cell comment provides data
from the paper. “Derived” means that no specific research questions or
hypotheses were specified, but could be derived from statements made in
the manuscript
Classifies studies based upon the available data:
1 = Research to prove—for descriptive theory
2 = Research to prove—for design theory
3 = Research to improve
4 = Research to describe
5 = Research to test feasibility
The type instructional theory/model described in the literature section of
the paper (macro, meso, micro)
The primary instructional method employed by the perceived inferior
solution
The primary media method employed by the perceived inferior solution
The primary instructional method employed by the perceived superior
solution
The primary media method employed by the perceived superior solution
The primary focus of the independent variable: method, media, or mixed
Other instructional methods received by all participants
Number of treatments in the study
As specified by author or implied by researcher: experimental, quasiexperimental, case study, etc

Classification

Instructional theory/model
Traditional method
Traditional media
New method
New media
Independent variable
Other method
Treatments
Research method
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Element/column

Criteria

Task
Conditions

Description of the primary task of the learner
Yes or no depending upon whether the author provided at least one condition, signaled by words such as “given,” “using,” or similar
Yes or no depending upon if the author specified at least one logical statement that includes an observable action verb followed by a behavioral
statement
Yes or no or partial depending upon a specification of a quantified, target
criterion for at least one of effectiveness, efficiency, or appeal
Yes or no or partial depending upon whether an instructional design was
pilot tested prior to the running of the experiment. Search terms: formative, pilot
Yes or No for specific measure present in the Method section for assessing
the effectiveness of the instructional designs
Yes or No for specific measure present in the Method section for assessing
the efficiency of the instructional designs
Yes or no for specific measure present in the Method section for assessing
appeal (liking, satisfaction, motivation) of the instructional designs
Other measures beyond effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal
Identification of the treatment that performed “best”
Link to the research paper
Title of the research paper

Behavior
Criterion specification
Formative evaluation
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Appeal
Other measures
Result
Source
Title

Appendix 2
Study 1 articles—from ETR&D 1980–2019
Author

Region

Research type

Tessmer and Driscoll (1986)

North America

Research to prove for design

Acker and Klein (1986)
Ross and Anand (1987)
Morrison et al. (1988)
Liefeld and Herrmann (1990)
Jayasinghe et al. (1997)
Choi and Hannafin (1997)
Van Eck and Dempsey (2002)
Uribe et al. (2003)
Danielson et al. (2003)
Kuo and Hooper (2004)
Ke (2008)
Lee and Thomas (2011)
Lubin and Ge (2012)
Fiorella et al. (2012)

North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
Asia
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America

Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to test feasibility
Research to describe
Research to prove for design
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Author

Region

Research type

Ponce et al. (2013)
Davies et al. (2013)
Hwang et al. (2014)
Proske et al. (2014)
Lin-Siegler et al. (2015)
Huang and Huang (2015)
Lan et al. (2015)
Han et al. (2015)
Malinverni et al. (2016)
Eftekhari et al. (2016)
Hancock-Niemic et al. (2016)
Hwang et al. (2018)
Mavridis et al. (2017)
Huang et al. (2017)
Fabian et al. (2018)
Shadiev et al. (2018)
Efstathiou et al. (2018)
Liou et al. (2018)
Yeh and Lan (2018)
Chang et al. (2019)
Ronimus et al. (2019)
Hwang et al. (2019)
Sáez-López et al. (2019)
Bonneau and Bourdeau (2019)

South America
North America
Asia
Europe
North America
Asia
Asia
Asia
Europe
Middle East
North America
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Asia
Asia
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
North America

Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to describe
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to test feasibility

Appendix 3
Study 2 articles – see Al‑Samarraie et al. (2019)
Author

Region

Discipline

Research type

Pierce and Fox (2012)

North America

Health

Research to prove for design

Strayer (2012)
Tune et al. (2013)
Wilson (2013)
McLaughlin et al. (2013)
Missildine et al. (2013)
Mason et al. (2013)
McLaughlin et al. (2014)
Wong et al. (2014)
Brooks (2014)
Murray et al. (2014)
Moffett and Mill (2014)

North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
Europe

Mathematics
Health
Mathematics
Health
Health
Engineering
Health
Health
Social science
Health
Health

Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
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Author

Region

Discipline

Research type

Whillier and Lystad (2015)
Harrington et al. (2015)
McCallum et al. (2015)
Prashar (2015)
Ryan and Reid (2015)
Velegol et al. (2015)
Gross et al. (2015)
Tanner and Scott (2015)
Mattis (2015)
Van Vliet et al. (2015)
Jensen et al. (2015)
Hotle and Garrow (2015)
Al-Zahrani (2015)
Hung (2015)
Jungić et al. (2015)
Danker (2015)
Belfi et al. (2015)
Porcaro et al. (2016)
Koo et al. (2016)
Peterson (2016)
Foldnes (2016)
Blair et al. (2016)
Liebert et al. (2016)
Ojennus (2016)
Sohrabi and Iraj (2016)
Chien and Hsieh (2018)
Cabi (2018)
Lee and Wallace (2018)
Ritzhaupt and Sommer (2018)

Oceania
North America
North America
Asia
North America
North America
North America
Africa
North America
Europe
North America
North America
Middle East
Asia
North America
Asia
North America
Oceania
North America
North America
Europe
South America
North America
North America
Middle East
Asia
Europe
Asia
North America

Health
Health
Mathematics
Social science
Natural sciences
Engineering
Natural sciences
Social science
Mathematics
Natural sciences
Natural sciences
Engineering
Education
Social science
Mathematics
Arts
Health
Health
Health
Mathematics
Social science
Engineering
Health
Natural sciences
Social science
Social science
Social science
Social science
Education

Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to describe
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to improve
Research to prove for design
Research to improve
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to improve
Research to prove for design
Research to describe
Research to describe
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to describe
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
Research to prove for design
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